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Retailers frequently focus on logistical concerns when expanding their ecommerce availability to a new market, but
they should also be focused on tailoring their online shopping experience to the local preferences of consumers,
according to a new report by Pitney Bowes.

Consumers are becoming more aware and inclined to purchase online from a retailer in another country, making it
a missed opportunity if brands do not have a global ecommerce platform. From the ways in which consumers find
products to their favored device for completing a transaction, many regional and cultural differences abound that
need to be taken into consideration.
"Consumers' interest in cross-border shopping continues to fuel incredible growth in the ecommerce space during
the next few years," said Lila Snyder, president, global ecommerce, Pitney Bowes.
"T here is a significant market opportunity for retailers to tap into this growth," she said. "For example, in emerging
markets like China, the combination of higher disposable incomes, coupled with a growing appetite for brand-name
goods is creating high demand for U.S. and UK brands.
"For many brands, it has been possible over the last several years to create a simple cross-border online shopping
experience for consumers in Canada, the U.K. and Australia. However, the market is now at the cusp of a new
frontier with more global growth and reach to gain access to more international consumers worldwide.
"U.S. retailers and brands that take a limited country-by-country approach risk missing out on the booming global
ecommerce opportunity."
When we looked at this year's Black Friday, there was a definite uplift in cross-border shopping. Global shoppers in
China were the highest for placing online product orders with U.S. retailers on Black Friday (November 27). Overall,
there was a 38 percent increase in orders placed online by Chinese consumers with U.S. retailers on Black Friday
compared to last year."
T he 2015 Pitney Bowes Global Online Shopping Study is based on a survey of 12,000 consumers from 12 different
countries.
Local approach

An interest in cross-border purchasing is most prevalent in emerging markets. In China only 15 percent of
consumers think they are limited to their own country for purchasing online, while a mere 8 percent of Indian
consumers think the same.
A consumer's reasons for looking outside of their country also differs based on where they are located. Globally,
shoppers are motivated to shop online elsewhere due to better prices, with 61 percent of respondents saying so.
Over half of Chinese and Indian consumers report that quality persuades them to shop internationally, and about a
third of respondents from both nations mentioned authenticity factored into their decision.
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Just knowing the rationale for buying internationally is not enough. Consumers' buying habits also need to be
studied in order to best cater to them online.
T he path consumers take to get to an ecommerce site varies greatly by region.
Globally, 62 percent say they use search engines such as Google, Bing or Baidu to find merchandise online. T his is
even greater in Japan and the United Kingdom, in which 70 percent expressed that they use search to discover
products, but Germans showed the most inclination to actually convert from a search result.
Shoppers from the United States, Canada and India are most apt to navigate directly to a retailer's site to find
merchandise, with about half identifying with that buying behavior. T his is more than the global average of 44
percent.
Sixteen percent of consumers around the world use social media to find items, scanning Instagram, T witter,
Facebook, WeChat, Line and other popular platforms. In emerging markets, this practice is even more common, with
38 percent of Indians, 21 percent of Brazilians and 20 percent of Chinese saying they have done so.
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India is also the top market for email, with 30 percent of consumers saying they use branded messaging to discover
products. Also greater than the global average of 16 percent using email are Australia and Canada.
Crossing the channel

In addition to discovery channels, the way in which consumers make a purchase differs by country.
Around the world, 24 percent say they most often use a mobile device to make a purchase. T his is especially true for
millennials, 33 percent of whom use a device other than a desktop computer to convert, whether that means a phone
or a mix of technology.
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T he UK has the highest rate of mobile or mixed device conversions, but a thorough mobile strategy also makes
sense for China and India, which are close behind in propensity toward mobile.
Mobile may be less important for France, Japan and Russia, nations in which at least 83 percent said they lean most
towards using a laptop or desktop computer when they are making a purchase.
Slightly more consumers said they would buy from a marketplace such as Amazon or Alibaba than a retailer's own
Web site. T his was most true in Russia, China and the U.S., showing the importance of being available on multiple
channels.
For those who are reluctant to sell on a marketplace for fear of brand dilution, competing with the Amazons by
offering more can help convince consumers to buy directly.
As Amazon's penetration into high-income households becomes increasingly apparent, luxury brands are going to
need to find new ways to avoid losing to their online-only competition, according to a new report by Shullman
Research Center.
T hrough pricing, convenience and selection, Amazon has seen its popularity skyrocket over the past two decades,
and data in the report shows that its popularity is positively correlated with household income. T he report suggests
that luxury brands will have to double-down on efforts at providing things that Amazon cannot or will not provide
(see story).
Breaking down barriers
Poor localization can keep consumers from making a purchase. T wenty-nine percent say they would be deterred if
an ecommerce site was not available in their native language.
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T he most popular reason for not converting internationally is high shipping costs, mentioned by 64 percent of
respondents. Along the same line, duties and taxes would prevent 48 percent from making a purchase.
Being able to buy in a preferred currency is key for Australians, Americans, Candians and Germans, while having
pricing information viewable in local currency is important for 25 percent of consumers globally.
Global heterogeneity presents many obstacles for brands looking to maximize their share through localization
efforts, according to a recent report from L2.
T he share of ecommerce sales in the luxury industry has tripled since 2009 and is set to triple again by 2025, but
obstacles such as currency, language, selection and payment method may make it difficult for brands to expand
and capitalize on their reach. As social media, the Web and the development of BRIC and Asian nations, as well as
Sub-Saharan Africa in the future give brands more visibility, it is essential that they monetize global consumers (see
story).
While some things, including good service and shipping, are universal, brands need to ensure that they tailor their
ecommerce experiences by market.
"As the study illustrates, a 'one-size-fits-all' approach won't work for global online retailing," Ms. Snyder said. "T o
succeed, retailers need to balance between the right product mix, competitive pricing and convenience, as well as
the' technology and infrastructure to support consumer demands in each market.
"For retailers looking to go global, collaboration with the right partner will be critical in helping to deliver the end-toend consumer experience that is expected by your shoppers," she said. "Working with solutions providers whose
platforms are scalable and flexible enough to offer support across the consumer experience will help retailers
increase speed-to-market and lower costs for the best online shopping experience."
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